
left: homophilic data where majority of linked nodes are 
similar (Birds of a feather, flock together) 

▪ Social Networks (wrt. political beliefs, age)

▪ Citation Networks (wrt. research area)

right: heterophilic data where Majority of linked nodes 
different (Opposites Attract) 

▪ Friend network (e.g., talkative / silent friends)

▪ Protein structures (wrt. amino acid types) 

▪ E-commerce (wrt. fraudsters / accomplices)

(Image source :  H2GCN)

Motivation : Currently GAT performs poorly given 
heterophilic data, despite the attention 
mechanism’s inherent ability to focus on the most 
relevant nodes during the local aggregation 
process. How can this be fixed?

Our work proposes 

▪ two feature preserving mechanisms to 
supplement attention model

o Initial Residuals  𝛼 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒
o Identity Mapping  𝛽 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒
Ensures at least 𝛼 and 𝛽 proportion of the node 
features are preserved

▪ the more expressive dynamic self-attention

o Static attention 

𝑎𝑖,𝑗 = σ ℎ𝑖 | ℎ𝑗 𝑊

o Dynamic attention

𝑎𝑖,𝑗 = 𝜎 ℎ𝑖 | ℎ𝑗 𝑊

Dynamic attention replaces the linear 
approximator with a universal approximator
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Method

Graphs contains node specific features and 
structural information. A GNN combines features 
and structure to create embeddings for node 
classification, community detection, link prediction 

Current GNN challenges

▪ most assume homophily and fail to 
generalize in heterophily

▪ over smoothing limits the model depth

▪ suspended animation inhibits learning

FDGATII address these problems simultaneously 

We implement parallelizable sparce design and 
obtaining state-of-the-art results on Chameleon 
and Cornell datasets

top: FDGATII uses an initial representation obtained from the node features via 𝑓𝑐0 projection combined with 
attention and Identity 𝐼𝑛 with α and β proportions respectively at each layer. The attention module concatenates 
source (row) and destination (column) features of each edge from the adjacency matrix 𝐴 (with self-edges) projected 
via 𝑊𝐻

𝑛 , applies a non-linearity (leaky-relu) followed by an exp() to obtain the edgewise attentions which is reshaped 
to a matrix suitable for the final softmax with the query. FDGATII can have multiple layers, followed by a final 𝑊1

projection (layer) and log softmax that provides the node classification.

Introduction

Results

Increasing layer shows no over smoothing or suspended animation.

top: mean classification accuracy of full-supervised node classification. Parenthesis 
indicates the number of layers. below: comparative accuracy, epochs, training and 
inference time comparison. note original H2GCN is in TF, we use a public pytorch 
H2GCN to eliminate any framework effects. Tested on Google colab with GPU

top : training efficiency vs Accuracy; 
bottom: : Inference efficiency vs 

Accuracy. Efficiency = log(1/time) where 
training time is GPU time for 10 samples 
averaged with warm-up with GPU warm-

up. Inference time is average for 1000 
inferences on the GPU with warm-up

right: responding to training indicates absence of 
suspended animation. Effectively handling higher 

receptive fields indicates robustness to over-
smoothing. FDGATII is consistent. H2GCN OOM 
after 8 layers. GAT/GATv2 degrades with depth. 

bottom: Inductive learning F1(micro) on PPI. 
FDGATII has no data preprocessing

Broader issues

Filter bubbles leads to Unfairness and Bias

▪ Recommendation system - reinforcing existing 

beliefs/views, downplaying others

▪ Social Networks - minority groups less visible

FDGATII offers new possibilities for research into 

heterophilic (opposites attract) datasets

▪ In the dark web, fraudsters are more likely to 

connect to accomplices and prospective 

victims, not to fellow fraudsters.
https://github.com/gayanku/FDGATII


